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Abstract 

Road safety research, in particular road and traffic safety evaluation research, is highly applied and carried out mostly to help 
reducing the number of road accidents and the injuries resulting from them. This subject has been continuously studied, and in 
developed countries road safety is improved in a way that, more and more, new measures have less visible impact. Although 
measures are usually taken directly in the source, which makes all the sense, it is possible to reduce the accident impact if 
improvements are made “a posteriori”; this is, improving the emergency system to minimize the socioeconomic impact of the 
accident. 
In order to study accidents impact it is necessary to merge two different datasets – police and hospital. This process is known as 
data linkage and besides a manual linkage process there are three main numerical methodologies: deterministic record linkage, 
fuzzy matching and probabilistic record linkage. Because these types of datasets are usually protected by anonymity, unique 
identifiers are not possible to achieve, thus the probabilistic record linkage is usually the chosen method. 
This paper presents a concept for an algorithm based on the databases’ demographics. By analyzing the various demographic 
fields it is possible for the algorithm to calculate individual weights that depend on the occurrence of each fields’ values among a 
specific dataset. The demographics are based on the case of Gaia’s city road record accidents. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Why linking databases? 

No single database provides enough information to give a complete picture of road traffic injuries and to fully 
understand the underlying injury mechanisms (Lujic et al., 2008, Clark, 2004). Most common practice for motorized 
road accidents lays hope in police report, still there is a high portion of underreporting, mainly concerning elderly 
causalities, urban crashes, slightly injured, users of two-wheeled vehicles and car occupants (Amoros et al., 2008, 
Amoros et al., 2006, Alsop and Langley, 2001, Pérez et al., 2006). 

The other side of the coin shows that medical reports usually lack information on the accident circumstances, but 
have proved to be very useful to complement police data by capturing missing cases, and also provide detailed 
information on injury diagnosis (Kilss et al., 1986, Winkler, 1999, Cirera et al., 2001, Jaro, 1995, Newcombe, 1988). 

Data linkage with the intend of connect information from road traffic accident, police and medical reports, is not 
a common area of study although some publishing and studies on this behalf have been reported worldwide – 
Australia (Ferrante et al., 1993, Rosman, 2001, Boufous and Williamson, 2006), England  (Bull and Roberts, 1973, 
Cryer et al., 2001), New Zealand (Alsop and Langley, 2001) and in United States (Sandra W. Johnson and Walker, 
1996, Singleton et al., 2004). The use of these sources allows: international comparisons; estimation of the actual 
costs to society posed by accidents; and the planning of health care resources (International Traffic Safety Data and 
Analysis Group, 2011). 

1.2. Placement of this paper 

Since the 50’s that the idea of linking records from different databases has been studied by many researchers 
either in theoretical aspects of it (Du Bois, 1969, Nathan, 1967, Fellegi and Sunter, 1969) or already envisioning the 
new technologies by defining computer-oriented record linkages methods (Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962, 
Newcombe et al., 1959, Newcombe and Rhynas, 1962, Phillips Jr and Bahn, 1963, Tepping, 1955, Tepping, 1968, 
Tepping and Chu, 1958).  

Recently data association through classical probabilistic record linkage has been improved using expectation-
maximization algorithms for better parameter estimation in record pair classification (Winkler and Census, 1993, 
Winkler, 2000). Also by using approximate string comparison to calculate partial agreement weights when attribute 
values have typographic variations (Winkler, 2006, Christen, 2006).  

Moreover, it is reported that data linkage between two or more sources is much more dependent on data quality 
rather than the record linkage methodology used (Clark, 2004). Usually the linkage process is confronted with the 
lack of a common unique entity identifier (in this case by the confidentiality of the individuals’ identity), and thus 
becomes non-trivial (Christen et al., 2004). Although Churches and Christen (2004) already proposed blind data 
linkage technics (BDL), it would require access to the full databases in order to implement such technic. Because 
requesting confidential data is always a hard and long process, sometimes even impossible, a BDL process is not as 
interesting as technics that could allow a linkage methodology based on variables with lower variety of values but of 
easier access to the researcher – e.g. while age comprises values between 0 and 125 (as per Weon and Je (2009) 
theoretical estimation of maximum human lifespan) and it usually does not risks anonymity, address values can vary 
up to as many as records existing in the database however likely to risk anonymity (Hundepool and Willenborg, 
1996, Sweeney, 1997). 

Furthermore the usual focus of the literature is on the specifications for typographical variations matching. This 
creates a hole in the investigation of records linkage using solely numerical variables. Not many studies explore 
linkage methods or technics that focus only in non-personal variables such as age, records date and time, gender, and 
any other variables that alone or as a whole are not enough to identify their “owner” but together might be enough to 
be identified within a database with a certain probability. 

This study is developed under the research project titled LIVE “Tools to Injury Prevention”, granted by the 
European Commission (EC). The major objective of LIVE is to standardize the severity classification among the 
European countries, in order to improve the actual comparison between them and to increase the richness of data to 
assist in the prioritization of injury prevention activity. For this a linkage methodology was created to connect police 
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and hospitals databases with intention of replication in other countries and with use of only non-personal variables. 
Also it is required that the linkage process can take place without supervision, thus disposing of any clerical review. 
This methodology proves to be efficient after the use of emergency ambulance data to verify the linkage. However 
there are some situations where the linked data is ambiguous or that would require a better parameter to evaluate the 
linkage accuracy. 

This paper is a conceptual idea of a new solution to weight compared records in a linkage process using the 
distribution of the characteristics of the population. The solution will be idealized in an algorithm form, opening 
doors for future research to convert it into a software and optimizing the computational algorithm. Furthermore to 
help understanding the concept here presented we use the LIVE project study case with focus on Gaia city data. 

2. Linkage concepts 

The basics of a linkage process consists in a two steps methodology: firstly a search operation to identify potential 
linkable records; secondly a detailed comparison between the grouped records resulted from earlier (Newcombe and 
Kennedy, 1962). Thus, the first step goal is to reduce the number of comparisons between unlikely matching records 
– e.g. matching an accident victim record with a hospital entry record that occurred several weeks after – the second 
step consist on the use of a classification system that will allow ranking each compared records accordingly to a 
method to assess similarity. 

Usually the process of linking records starts with the data collection followed by the standardization of each field 
to be compared; afterwards an indexing (blocking) definition is made to search and block records together; records 
in the same block are  then compared against each other using field comparison functions; finally the record pairs 
matching status are analysed and measured with a weight vector classification in order to assess the set of matched 
records (M), unmatched records (U) and possible matched records (P) (Alvey and Jamerson, 1997, Elfeky et al., 
2002, Christen et al., 2004). 

Generally the major challenges in linkage are its computational complexity and linkage accuracy. The last one is 
the core of this paper, as per the former one the problem relies on the number of comparisons needed to go through 
all records. A linkage process between database X and database Y will require Nx*Ny comparisons, where Ni is the 
number of records in database i. For problems where for each record of database X correspond one and only one 
record of database Y, and vice-versa, the complexity of the process goes as N2. Thus the number of record pairs’ 
comparison grows quadratically with the number of records to be matched. 

To reduce the complexity of the linkage process, indexing (blocking) is used in order to decrease the number of 
comparisons. In this process the database is subdivided into a set of mutually exclusive subsets (blocks), hence 
assuming that no match can occur across different blocks (Jaro, 1989). Choosing the blocking variables is a cost-
benefit trade-off. If the blocks will contain a high number of records – e.g. blocking by gender - there will be an 
inefficient large number of comparisons to be made, while blocks that have a low number of records – e.g. blocking 
by ID – might reduce linkage accuracy (Baxter et al., 2003). The second attention to take when choosing the 
blocking variable is the error-prone of each variable/field. While in a updated database informatics system the date 
and time would be automatic fields thus with low probability of error, age and gender would require human 
intervention to be add in the database, thus raising the probability of misreporting. 

Several indexing systems have been developed. The standard and more widely spread method was presented by 
Jaro (1989) and consist in clustering records into blocks with the same identical blocking key. This method also 
allows combination of blocking keys – e.g. First 2 letters of the surname and the postal code. However this method, 
and depending on the available variables, might still require a high amount of comparisons. Hernández and Stolfo 
(1998) present a Sorted Neighbourhood method that overcomes this problem. The method consists of sorting the 
records based on a sorting key and then moves a fixed size window through the sorted list comparing only the 
records inside the window. When one wants to index through a string, Christen et al. (2004) present a Bigram 
Indexing method. Furthermore McCallum et al. (2000) present a more complex method called Canopy Clustering 
with TFIDF which focus in choosing a random record and clustering all records within a certain loose threshold 
distance.   

The linkage accuracy depends on the technique used to compare records and the matching evaluation process. 
The most common models are based on probabilistic record linkage which weight the comparison fields through a 
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binary or categorical score system. Probabilistic record linkage models (PRLM) differ from each other depending on 
how they calculate the score thresholds used to assess the matched (M), unmatched (U) and probable matches (P) set 
of records. These are usually Error-based PRLM which calculates the thresholds by minimizing the probability of 
making an incorrect decision for a record pair (Fellegi and Sunter, 1969). Also the existence of  EM-Based PRLM, 
that focus on incomplete data where each iteration consists of an expectation step followed by a maximization step 
(Dempster et al., 1977), and a Cost-Based PRLM, that minimize the cost of making a decision rather than the 
probability of error when making a decision (Verykios et al., 2003), must be pointed out. 

However, PRLMs have the disadvantage of handling only binary or categorical comparison vectors. In a case 
where compared records are restricted to a few set of comparable fields, such is the case of what this paper tries to 
explore, Cook et al. (2001) feasibility test indicates low wiggle room to use categorical comparison vectors and even 
more to define thresholds for M, U and P sets of records. The problem escalates when there is no way to implement 
a clerical review.  

It is then important to define a method that allows overcome the issues reported above. The method presented in 
this paper focus on the linkage of police and hospital car accident victims, thus some specifications and assumptions 
might not be applied and replicable in other linkage situations. 

3. Linking Police and Hospital road accident records 

3.1. General specifications 

Although linkage methods are able to suit a wide range of linking records problems, most of them focus their 
power in strings comparisons such as addresses and names. Here, robust algorithm and lists are compiled to 
compare strings and approximated strings that might have orthographic errors, misspelling, names variations, 
acronyms and others.  

However, as presented in the previous chapter, when studying accident data and due mainly to privacy policies, 
obtaining victims’ individual information other than age and gender proves to be hard. Therefore we focus our 
linkage algorithm in the most common type of information that is usually accessible when studying road accidents. 
These are victims’ records with gender and age information, the time and date of the record, and the type of victims 
(e.g. driver, passenger, pedestrian). Moreover in some countries, which is the case of Portugal, hospitals have an 
area of influence, usually by parish, thus the location of the accident (parish) might be valuable linking information 
when more than one hospital exists in the study region. In some cases, using the emergency ambulance records can 
help to connect victims to the destination hospital. All other information in police and hospital records are usually 
unrelated thus providing no extra linkage variable. 

The most important specificity on linking police and hospital road accident records is that the police record 
timestamp must date before the hospital one, this is, the event that produces the two records works as an “assembly 
line”: Road accident – Police and emergency ambulance service arrival – victim’s transportation – arrival at the 
hospital – treatment - discharge. This brings an important feature of the algorithm that is: the source database is the 
police database and the reference database is the hospital database thus, the source record has always to precede the 
reference record. 

With the analysis of the available variables we conclude, according to chapter 2, that the Date is the optimal cost-
benefit blocking variable. Gender would simply divide the data set in two groups thus requiring high computational 
resources; Time is not suitable as per last paragraph, matching record will never have the same timestamp – 
assembly line specificity; Age would be a reasonable choice it is more error-prone when compared to Date. 
Nevertheless it is necessary to be careful with “assembly line” property. The time frame between the accident and 
the arrival at the hospital can be enough to lag police and hospital records by one day. This lag can even be longer 
than a day if a victim reports to the hospital only few days after the accident as some symptoms might only manifest 
by then. However these are slight injury victims with minor injuries with small reflection on the type of studies that 
would require linking police and hospital data. 
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3.2. Special specification: Population demographics - Gaia city case 

In a first look over a linkage system we would conclude that the population to be linked has a random distribution 
of its characteristics. This would be true if the databases were not dependent of a specific occurrence. For a moment, 
if we take in consideration two different databases, nursing home and a gymnasium, it stands to reason that in the 
former, we will have a population much older than the last one. Obviously if we have now a pharmacy that supplies 
individuals from the both previous services with a database with two records, one of an individual of young age and 
other of much older age the odds are that the first one most likely belongs to the gymnasium and the last one to the 
nursing center. This proves that although in a probabilistic record linkage method variables have different weights, 
even inside each variable values should also have different weights depending on the database population. 

To better understand the former statements, and test the algorithm assumptions and data specifications we used 
part of the database of the project LIVE. The focus is in the city of Gaia with a total number of 6195 victims’ 
records on the police database and 10963 victims’ records on the hospital database. One of the reasons for the 
difference between both databases is that Hospital of Gaia receives victims from accident occurred in the city of 
Espinho. 

Let us focus on the police database to simplify our analysis. Looking at the variable Date we found that road 
accidents have an average of 3 injuries per day with a standard deviation of 2. This means that usually in a day 
police records from 1 to 5 victims of road accidents. Clearly there is not much variation in this spectrum. Looking 
further in this variable we can assess its variation during the year and through the week days. The statistical analysis 
shows that the number of victims varies from around 800, on Sundays, to up to 1000 on Fridays, fig 1(a). The 
monthly variation goes from around 450 victims, on August, to up to 600 victims during November. Similarly 
December shows the same figures as November, fig 1(b).  

 

 

Fig 1: (a) demographics of police record victims by week day, 1 being Sunday; (b) demographics of police record victims by month. 

 

Fig 2: (a) demographics of police record victims by time of the day (hour); (b) demographics of police record victims by Age. 
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Although Date variable shows an equilibrate occurrence of values, the same does not happen with Time and Age. 
Fig 2(a) shoes a clear concentration of the number of victims per hour during the working hour period (above 200 
victims and up to 500 victims), while during dawn the figures are between 50 and 75 victims per hour. Moreover the 
focus of victims occurs during the afternoon peak hour. Evidently, when studying the victims population we can 
conclude that time statistic has a nonlinear variation, being the 18th hour of the day the one with more occurrences 
(489 victims) and the 5th hour of the day the one with the less occurrences (51 victims). 

The population age statistic presents a wide range of values, some much more common than others, fig 2(b). The 
victims’ Age variable values concentrate between the 20s and 30s years range, having this range a total of around 
45% of all occurrences. 

Evidently age and time have a strong correlation with the event of a road accident and its outcomes. Although the 
day of the accident do not show a strong relation, winter and weekends (mainly Friday and Saturday) apparently 
have an higher number of victims, however not as evident as time and age. These conclusions provide the base of 
the algorithm presented in the 5th chapter. Additionally we point out the advantages of its application as a mean to 
implement a more detailed score system for linked records pair. 

4. Occurrence of values as a way to weight linked records 

In chapter 3 we pointed that some of the variables (fields) have inconstant demographics where some values 
appear much more times than others. Age demographic indicates a concentration of the victims in between 20s and 
30s year’s old range, similar to what other studies indicated (Lourens et al., 1999, Lam, 2002). For time, the 
database indicates a higher number of accidents during the peak hours and the periods in between. Many other 
variables have similar behavior. 

Let us assume that we have a source database X with i variables, and j records. Being I the set of variables i and J 
de set of records j, X is: 

 
1 1
1

1

I

j
i

J J
I

x x

X x

x x

 (1) 

The probability of drawing a record with specific record value of a variable i from X is: 

Nº of times the variable i assumes the record j valueProb( )
Total of records of variable i (I)

j
i i Xxx   (2) 

Thus the probability of drawing a record with a specific combination of values of a record of the set I of X is: 

1

Prob( ) Prob( )
I

j
i i

i

jx xx X x X   (3) 

Let us add a reference database Y with k records of the set K, and the same variables as per equation 1. The 
probability of drawing a record j from X that is equal to the record k is: 

(rob | )P ykx X   (4) 

Assuming now that a linkage exists between a record j from X and a record k from Y, if a certain gap exists within 
a variable between both records, such that: 
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j
i i

kgap x y   (5) 

We can say that in terms of variable i, record j is within the neighborhood of the record k with radius: 

j k j
i

k
i i

kR xy y   (6) 

We can then assume that j is similar to k within R(j-k). Therefore, the probability of drawing a record of X and of it 
being similar to k as j is, comes as: 

1
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I

j k k k k k
i

j j
i ii i

i
i iWeakness y x x y yxy   (7) 

This is what we can call as the weakness of the link xj→yk. Then, the weight of the link of record j with record k 
is: 

1

Pro1 b
I

j k k j j
i i i

k k k
i i

i
i iWe y x yi t y x ygh x   (8) 

Fig 3 shows an example of application of this mathematical model. 

5. Conceptual algorithm structure 

5.1. Generalities 

In chapter 3 we presented several specifications for the linkage of police and hospital accident records. The 
general idea of this paper algorithm is to take advantage of these specifications and develop a more detailed method 
to identify and classify possible pairs in the two databases. 

Earlier in chapter 2, indications on the usual design of a linkage method were made. For this algorithm similar 
structure is used.  

Each record is considered to be a vector with several fields that are called variables after standardization. The 
suffix PLC indicates that the origin of the record is the police database and the EMR suffix indicates that the origin 
is the hospital database. The representation is as following: SOURCEi(Age, Date, Time, Gender, Type). 

5.2. Standardization 

The data standardization is the most important process as all other steps are depending on it. The fields to be used 
have to have either a numerical value or the possibility to be converted as such.  

Some fields’ standardization will be presented now, however many others can be used if similar structure is used. 
Concept for the standardization part of the algorithm: 
SOURCEi(age, date, time, gender, type) → SOURCEi(Age, Date, Time, Gender, Type) 
Age – age converted to an integer, 1 unit = 1 year of life. 
Date – date converted to an integer, 100 units = 1 day. Datei = count_number_of_days (datei - date0) 
time – time converted to an integer, 100 units = 24H. time = (hours + minutes/60) * 100/24; 
Time – time dependent on date, 100 units = 24H. Time = time + Date; 
Gender – gender converted to an integer, 1 = male, 2 = “no information”, and 3 = female; 
Type – type converted to an integer, 1 = driver, 2 = passenger, 3 = “no information”, and 5 = pedestrian. 
Where:  
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Italic distinguish a field from a variable; 
count_number_of_days – functions that counts the number of days between two dates; 
hours – hour of the field time 
minutes – minutes of the field time 
i – record ID, here 0 is the earliest record  
The algorithm accounts for fields where no information is available. In the conversion to variables the important 

aspect is that the distance between the numerical value for the missing field and the other variable’s values has be 
constant. 

5.3. Indexing (blocking) 

The indexing process reduces the computational effort, as demonstrated in chapter 2. The most suitable solution 
here is to use a mix of the clustering and sorted neighborhood systems proposed by Jaro (1989) and Hernández and 
Stolfo (1998) respectively. As explained in chapter 3 the preferable variable for indexing is Date. Moreover, when 
more than one hospital may exist, the indexing can be complemented by comparing records of accidents occurred 
only on the hospital’s influence area. 

Concept for the indexing part of the algorithm: 
1st. Define blocking variable range (maximum difference allowed between source and reference 

records date to be linked) 
2nd. Sort records by date 
3rd. Clustering together PLC records of day X with EMR records of day X to X + range 
4th. For all possible combinations of records from PLC with records from EMR within cluster in 

analysis: 
a. execute field comparison (fig 3); 
b. Weight classification (fig 3); 

5th. Repeat step 4 for all PLC days. 
 

 

Fig 3: Example of an application of the mathematical model to measure the weight between the link of a record from the police and the a record 
from a hospital. The variables were converted to integers. 
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5.4. Field comparison function and weight classification 

The field comparison results from equation 6 of chapter 4. Here, contrary to what is usually made, we do not 
define a categorical score system as presented in chapter 2. The goal is to let the algorithm measures the existent gap 
between two records and assess how many more records exist in the block with an equal or lower gap to the 
reference record. 

The algorithm is implemented in step 4th the indexing algorithm. The two steps, a. and b., are executed together 
using the equation 8 of chapter 4. Moreover it is important to add that for variables such as time, where a real gap is 
present, equation 5 is of no use. Here it is preferable to add a probability function time, ( )k jf time , transforming 
equation 7 and the final weight is: 

 

Pro1 b

Pro

( )
1

2
b

gj k k k k kWeight y x x f timei i k ji
I k k k ky x x

j jy x y yi i i i i

j jy x y yi ii ii g i ii

  (9) 

Where g is the variable that precedes the time variable. 
Finally, after finishing the indexing and weighting, the algorithm sorts the list of links by weights and eliminates 

the repeated PLC records (the ones with the lower weights). The final links are considered to be true matches if we 
assume that all victims reported from police were transported to the respective hospital, and in the hospital database 
only exists records from road accidents. 

6.  Future developments 

As future lines of research the probability function time should be studied and assessed through real cases. The 
best way would be to utilize ambulance records with the full history of the emergency ambulance system – 
emergency call; arrival at the accident scene; accommodation of the victims in the ambulance; transportation to the 
hospital. 

Moreover a fully detailed description of the algorithm and its implementation in computer software should be 
made in order to automate the process. This would also allow that comparisons can be made with already linked 
databases in order to analyze thresholds for the weight system. These thresholds are important to understand the 
potentiality of the weight measured in cases where both databases only have partial connection – e.g. linking a 
database of national records of road accidents with the hospital emergency records with no information of the 
victims’ origins. 
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